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Shakespeare’s The Tempest 

In the deep of the night, a huge storm suddenly rises at sea and threatens to capsize a ship 

with Italian noblemen. They expect to drown, but the ship remains intact and miraculously 

reaches a mysterious island. This is where the mighty wizard Prospero reigns over the spirits, 

the winds and the water. It is soon clear that the storm was not a coincidence, but had been 

planned by Prospero. But why did he ignite the storm? What is his motive? 

Barbara Kindermann compellingly renarrates one of the best known works of Shakespeare for 

children and thus creates a magical fairy-tale full of spook and sorcery.  

Sonja Wimmer’s atmospheric illustrations immediately captivate young and old readers alike 

and brings the spirits to life.  

PRAISE FOR THE SERIES 

“Splendid! Is what Shakespeare would say.” - LUCHS jury 

“Barbara Kindermann retells Shakespeare without borrowing the difficult language of the time of its 

origin. Instead she retraces the entire plot in child-oriented language, but without forfeiting quality.” -  

literaturmarkt.info 

Other Works of Shakespeare in the World Literature for Children Series 

A Midsummer Night’s Dream  •  Much Ado About Nothing  •  Romeo and Juliet  •  Hamlet  •  The 

Taming of the Shrew  •  The Merchant of Venice  •  Macbeth 
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